
Exercises I

1. There are 3 bags: bag A contains 10 red balls, bag B contains 5 red and 5 white balls, bag C
contains 10 white balls. One bag is chosen blindly and you blindly pick one ball from it. It was red.
What is the probability that the bag was A and how much more probable this is compared to B?

2. In repeating the previous experiment, two coins are �rst tossed. In the event of two heads, bag A
is given to you. In the event of two tails you get bag C. If the coins show one tail and one heads, you
get bag B. The trick is that you only know these rules were followed, but you do not know the result
of the coin tossing. Again, you pick blindly one ball from the bag that was given to you. It was red.
What is the probability that your bag was A?

3. Drug testing example: Denote D for drug user, C for clean, and ′+′ a positive, ′−′ a negative
test result. Drug test has sensitivity P (+ | D) = 0.98 and speci�city P (− | C) = 0.95. Assume the
population prevalence of drug users is 0.01 (=1% of population are users). What is the probability
that a tested person is a user, when the test was positive, P (D | +)? Assume that we apply the testing
to a subpopulation for which we know the prevalence is 0.5. What is P (D | +) in this case? What
the population prevalence should be in order to achieve P (D | +) > 0.99? (Possible extra: plot the
P (D | +) as a function of prevalence).

4. Jack Sparrow survived a shipwreck and drifted to an island which is populated with probability
p. If it's unpopulated he survives with probability p0. If it's populated, the inhabitants are cannibals
with probability p1 and then his survival probability is p2 but if they are not cannibals his survival
probability is p3. After all, Jack survived! What is the probability that the island was inhabited but
not by cannibals?

5. Use R to verify the results of problem 2 by generating 100000 random repetitions of the experiment
and �nding out in how many cases out of those resulting to 'red ball' were such that the bag was B.
Hint: generate 100000 coin tosses by x <- rbinom(100000,1,0.5) and use x*y, x*(1-y), (1-x)*y

to make binary vectors to distinguish between di�erent outcomes for two coins. Then generate likewise
100000 random outcomes for the ball, given that it is from bag B. (For bag A it is always red, for
C always white). Construct a binary vector which represents the events of 'bag B' over the 100000
repetitions. Construct a binary vector which represents the events of observing 'red ball' over the
100000 repetitions. Evaluate in how many percent of cases with 'red ball' it happened that it was from
bag B. You can use v[w==1] to select elements from vector v corresponding to elements of vector w
being 1, when both are of equal length. It's all about vectors and binary operations, and sum()! In R
you can type e.g. help(sum) to get more info about sum-function, etc.
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